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Attention Divers!
The First UDNH Dive Meeting of the Year is
on Monday, January 15th!
Don't miss Rick Bardsley's Bahama Shark
Dive presentation!

A New Year, A New Look
by Jake Richter
Last year was our first one doing the Dive Log, and the
reception the new look received was quite positive.
However, we've learned a lot about newsletter
production in the last year, and that's resulting in a few
changes.
The Newsletter of the United Divers of New Hampshire

First of all, we want the newsletter to be a little more
consistent in terms of timing. Therefore, the newsletter
will be published 6 times a year instead of 8-10 times.
Barring a disaster, you should always receive your
newsletter during the first week of every other month,
starting with January. In the off months, you will
receive a one-page flyer with an updated calender and
reminder of any upcoming meetings, events, and
scheduled dives. This same flyer will also be distributed
in quantity to area dive shops to help make more New
Hampshire divers aware that there in fact is a dive club
in the state and a resource for finding dive buddies, new
dive sites, and other information on local diving.
Next, you may have noticed a big picture on the cover
of this issue. That's because we want to start featuring
photos of local diving on the cover, preferably pictures
provided by our members. Having different pictures on
the cover for each issue will also let us avoid having to
select a different paper color for each issue to prevent
confusion. So, if you've got some great local dive
photos, please submit them - prints, slides, and
negatives are all acceptable. We have the technology!
Finally, we'll be making more minor adjustments in the
way things are presented over the course of the next
year. If you have any suggestions, or want to submit
any articles (which we are always in need of), please
send them our way (see next column for address).
Jake Richter
Editor, Dive Log

Editors:

Jake Richter
Linda Richter

Submissions
Editorial contributions may be e-mailed to
divelog@strokeofcolor.com or FAXed to 603-432-0817.
Submissions can also be sent on paper or PC floppy to:
Jake Richter
Editor
Dive Log
12 Heritage Lane
Derry, New Hampshire 03038
Please include a brief byline and author contact information
with your submission. Submission shall automatically
constitute an expressed warranty by the contributor that the
material is original and is in no way an infringement on the
rights of others. While no compensation is paid for
published submissions, a byline indicating the source of an
article will always be provided. Authors grant Dive Log and
United Divers of New Hampshire first print rights to the
submission. Dive Log and its editors reserve the right to edit
all materials as needed. The opinions stated in the articles
in Dive Log are those of the writers and do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the United Divers of New Hampshire
or the editors of the Dive Log. For further information,
please contact Jake Richter at 603-432-0234.
Subscriptions
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newsletter for $15/year. Subscription inquiries should be
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Advertising
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Presidents Corner

meetings and pool times. We also hope to offer club
members the opportunity to take classes outside of the
regular meetings on subjects important to divers.

by Phil Morrison
Hello, and welcome to another exciting year of diving
and of the United Divers of New Hampshire. Many
people use the beginning of a new year as an incentive
to evaluate their lives and set some New Year’s
resolutions. The same is true of organizations such as
UDNH. With the new year comes a new set of officers
and a new set of goals and objectives. The first
newsletter of the year seems like an appropriate place
the incoming president to outline what he, and the other
officers, perceive as the goals and philosophies of the
club for the new year. So here goes.
First, and foremost, I believe that our main goal as a
club should be to help club members become safer,
more responsible, divers. Many non-divers consider
divers to be “mavericks,” “daredevils,” or just plain
“crazy” for doing something as “dangerous” as scuba
diving. While it is true that divers practice their sport in
a challenging and frequently hostile environment, the
dangers associated with that environment can be
minimized through common sense and training. We
believe that this training should not be limited to the
formal training received through open water and
advanced certification courses. Diver education doesn’t
end with certification.
Education needs to continue throughout a diver’s career
by way of informal training. For this reason, a number
of the club meetings will be used to provide training in
various aspects of diving safety. Our new Dive
Coordinator, Ken Anderson (soon to be a certified
Divemaster), has already started putting together
programs to address issues related to diver safety. This
training will include actual dives as well as the club

Our second goal is, of course, to promote diving. More
specifically than that, I believe we should do more to
promote New England diving. While browsing through
a newsgroup on the Internet recently, I came across a
message from one diver, who was going to be visiting
this area, who asked “Do people actually dive there?”
And how many times have you been approached at one
of your dives by people who ask “What is there to see
down there?” Divers from other areas of the country are
usually amazed at the wonders that can be found right
off our own coast. Yet many of our own club members
refuse to dive anywhere that you need a wetsuit. So
what can we do to convince people that diving in New
England can be just as thrilling (and a lot less
expensive) as their last warm-water dive trip? One way
will be by having many of the club meetings focusing on
New England dive sites and activities. Now, this isn’t to
say that we will totally ignore warm-water diving. I
know we all love to see pictures and hear stories from
one another’s dive trips. We will continue to have these
types of programs. We also hope to plan more club
dives that will help draw club members together.
Do you have a favorite local dive site? Why not tell the
club all about it by writing an article for the newsletter?
Starting with the next issue, this year’s newsletter is
going to have a section called “My Favorite Local Dive
Site” which will be reserved for articles written by our
own club members. Also, if you would be willing to
coordinate a dive to that site, please contact Ken
Anderson.
continued on next page -->
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Finally, I see the UDNH helping to introduce new divers
to the sport and get them started on the right path. I
personally know several people who have completed
their open water certification course and may have done
a dive or two following certification but have essentially
hung it up. I am sure that you can think of one or two as
well. Why does this happen? I believe that part of the
blame must rest with those of us who have been diving
for a while. Quite often, new divers will end up making
their first dives with another member of their class
because they don’t know any experienced divers well
enough to ask for guidance. This is usually turns out to
be a less- than-thrilling experience. However, if they can
get hooked up with more accomplished divers who are
willing and eager to share their experience, that first
dive can be a pleasant experience and get them even
more excited about diving. That’s what I perceive to be
one of the most important jobs of the dive club: as a
forum where new divers can meet more experienced
divers and begin their informal training on their way to
becoming safer, more responsible divers. So, when was
the last time you invited a new diver to join you at your
favorite dive site?
Well, that is a not-so-brief idea of what I, and the other
officers, would like to see happen this year. Of course, a
lot of it depends on you, and your willingness to
participate in club meetings, to write articles for the
newsletter, to join (or even lead) club dives, and to
welcome new divers into the fold. I’m looking forward
to a great year. I hope you are too.

Phil Morrison
President, United Divers of New Hampshire

UDNH Gains a New Board for 1996
At the last meeting of the club last year, the membership
elected a new roster of officers to serve as the Board of
the United Divers of New Hampshire.Our new President
is long time member, Phil Morrison, last year's
Treasurer. In the role of Vice President, Rick Bardsley
was elected. Jake Richter was elected Secretary, while
his wife Linda was elected Treasurer. Last, but not
least, Ken Anderson, a Divemaster in training, is the
UDNH Dive Coordinator for 1996. The new Board will
be greeting the membership at the first meeting of the
new year, on January 15th at the Manchester YMCA.
Many thanks go to the 1995 Board for a job well done Wayne Russell, President, Jim Fredricks - Vice
President, Don Eva - Secretary, Phil Morrison Treasurer, and Jim Davis - Dive Coordinator.

UDNH Looses A Dear Friend
Roland Sallada, 78, passed away on December 1,
1995. Roland was the State Representative from
New Boston who sponsored a Dive Flag bill that
the United Divers of New Hampshire had been
trying to get put into law. The purpose of the bill
was to protect divers from boaters, in memory of
club member Jay Lewis, who died as a result of
being hit by a boat while he was diving in New
Hampshire waters. Thanks to Roland's help, the
club was able to get the State to put into law
regulations covering the proper use of the red and
white dive flag. He will be sorely missed. Roland's
wish in the event of his death that donations made
in his memory be made to the charity of choice of
the donor. A person close to Roland suggested that
perhaps the Club's Jay Lewis Fund might be an
appropriate choice, based on the club's relationship
with Roland.

PADI

DACOR

DIVERS DEN DIVE SHOP, INC.
EQUIPMENT SALES, RENTALS, & SERVICE
HAVE YOUR EQUIPMENT SERVICED NOW FOR THE SUMMER
STOP IN AND SEE WHAT'S NEW FOR THIS DIVE SEASON
730 MAMMOTH ROAD MANCHESTER, NH 03102
603-627-2536

SHERWOOD
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They Really Are Blue!
Article and Photos by Carl Greenbaum
With three divers already in the water, I figured it was
my turn. I rolled over the transom into the pleasant (for
New England) 66 degree water. I reached up for my
video housing and turned to swim towards the shark
cage about 15 feet away.

After the seemingly endless ride offshore, Charlie found
a charter boat fishing for tuna that had already attracted
a pair of sharks. We pulled up and began to chum.
Within a few minutes the sharks swam over to Snappa
and the other boat that motored off to fish in peace
while we had sharks ready for diving.

HELLO!!!! Swimming at arms length alongside me was
an eight foot male Blue Shark. Wow, this is a beautiful
animal; wow, he's close; I think I’ll put the housing
between me and the shark; Oh yea, I might as well press
the record button and shoot some video. It felt a bit
bizarre as the shark seemed to escort me to the door of
the cage before swimming off. Sort of “Putting me in
my place”.

Even from the surface these are surprisingly beautiful
animals. In the bright sunlight their upper flanks were a
bright iridescent blue. As they swam around behind the
boat I realized they were nearly as long as the Snappa is
wide. These are sleek pelagic animals whose
streamlined shape makes them seem less bulky hence
less intimidating. Notice I said "less". These animals
still deserve respect and caution.

So began my first “shark cage” diving adventure. I was
44 miles south of Pt. Judith, Rhode Island aboard Capt.
Charlie Donilon’s 35 foot sport fisherman, Snappa. It
was a trip I’d wanted to do since the first time I met
Charlie and his big shark cage at Sea Rovers. I signed
up in the spring for a September trip that Brian Skerry
was booking.

Meanwhile back at the cage, there were now three blue
sharks swimming around, attracted by Charlie’s
continuous chumming with pieces of butterfish. The
cage floats on four mooring balls on about eight foot
lines so the cage is well underwater. The 2 to 4 foot
surface swell caused the cage to jump up and down.
There was one other diver in the cage and after about 20
minutes he left to join Brian and the other divers
continued on next page -->
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swimming free with the sharks. The sharks were
cruising around without apparent agitation (more than I
could say for myself with the cage jumping up and
down). After about 40 minutes I decided to leave the
cage. The sharks were calm and with five divers in the
water the odds were in my favor. None came really
close but I was glad to have the video housing to fend
them off if need be. The video I shot at about this time
was weird. Here are four divers in the open water with
sharks swimming among them and then the camera pans
past the empty cage with the door open.

During our lunch break Charlie continued chumming to
keep the sharks around. Actually he did better than that.
In the hour I was out of the water the local shark
population doubled. With six or seven sharks in the area
during the second dive I stayed in or near the cage. I
tried to identify the individual animals; one with
monofilament streaming from his pectoral fin; one with
a fish hook sticking out of his jaw; two with different
bright blue paint blotches on their heads from bumping
Snappa’s bottom and one with an escort of two pilot
fish. After another 50 minutes in the water I was ready
to dry out. Although my SPG read 1500 psi, I think my
adrenaline supply was near zero.
A distant school of dolphins didn’t come our way and
after some shark tagging we hauled the cage in and
headed home. We pulled into Galilee after dark but the
ocean sunset we saw enroute was ample compensation.
At $150, this shark dive was originally in the category
of a one time adventure for me - now I’m not so sure. If
you are interested, call Charlie Donilon at 401-7813944.

UNEXSO announces SharkLab:
A Shark Feeder and Behavior Course
My most anxious moments came when I followed one
animal as he swam into deeper water. When he finally
swam off into the gloom I realized I was at 50 feet, out
of sight of the boat and the cage. Not too bright I
thought. As I turned in slow circles ascending towards
the surface my imagination kept wanting to form shark
images in the murky water. After that I stayed close to
the cage. After about 70 minutes in the water we all
headed for the boat.

Every day the staff of the Underwater Explorers Society
(UNEXSO) hand-feed over two dozen Caribbean reef
sharks at Shark Junction. Over the years, guest divers
have watched in awe as the highly-trained UNEXSO
Shark Team invite the sharp-toothed predators to lunch.
Thousands of divers have safely witnessed the intense
activity. Now, guests will have the opportunity to join
UNEXSO’s Shark Team by completing SharkLab: a
Shark Feeder and Behavior Specialty Course. This new
course will begin in Spring, 1996.

UNDERWATER PHOTO-TECH
YOUR COMPLETE UNDERWATER PHOTO CENTER

COME AND SEE OUR SHOWROOM
at
16 Manning Street, Suite 104, Derry, NH 03038
603-432-1997
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Ollie Ferguson, Vice President of Dive Operations at
UNEXSO, says “Safety is, of course, our number one
concern. We want participants in SharkLab to gain a
better understanding and appreciation of these
magnificent creatures. This carefully designed, multiday diving and educational program gives participants
the chance to hand-feed the sharks at Shark Junction in
a controlled environment.”

UNEXSO underwater videographer and photographer
will document the event.
“The goal of SharkLab is to allow divers to learn more
about these animals and become an ambassador for
shark preservation,” says Ollie Ferguson. “But there is
nothing like the thrill of hand-feeding sharks.”
A graduate of SharkLab becomes a member of
UNEXSO’s Shark Team, and will be presented with a
course certificate, photo and video of the shark feeding
exper-ience, and press information. Adds Lori Wahl,
Director of Marketing for UNEXSO, “SharkLab is a
unique program for divers to develop an in-depth
knowledge of shark behavior. But it’s also a unique
publicity opportunity for a dive shop or individual to
share their experience and knowledge with friends, dive
club, or even the local TV station or newspaper.”
For more information on UNEXSO or SharkLab,
contact UNEXSO. Phone: 800-992-3483 or 954-3519889. Fax: 954-351-9740. E-mail:
102006.3215@compuserve.com.

Shark Lab includes intensive course work in shark
biology and behavior and marine ecology. Students will
learn to use the tools and equipment of the UNEXSO
Shark Team: a shark feeding tube and steel-mesh,
chainmail shark suit and gloves. Under the watchful eye
of UNEXSO’s ex-perienced instructor/feeders, the
student will learn to use the chainmail suit, including
buoyancy control and mobility. In UNEXSO’s 18-foot
deep tank, the student will practice diving with the suit
and learn proper techniques for using the feeding tube.
The student will also complete multiple dives at Shark
Junction, observing sharks and learning feeding
techniques—ultimately hand-feeding the reef sharks. A

Lady of the Lake Ice Dive
The Board has set the date for the annual Lady of the
Lake Ice Dive at Lake Winnipesaukee. The dive will
occur on Saturday, February 24th, providing the ice is
thick enough and weather is amenable. In order to be
able to participate in this dive, everyone must have
taken the UDNH ice diving training lesson, taught by
Lea Nichols and Wayne Russell. This applies even to
those that have non-UDNH ice dive experience. This
year's ice diving training will be held as part of the
UDNH meeting directly preceding the scheduled ice
dive, namely on February 19th. Contact Wayne Russell
at 603-669-7124 to sign up for the dive.

SCUBA PRO

VIKING

ATLANTIC AQUASPORT
PROFESSIONAL DIVING EQUIPMENT
522 SAGAMORE ROAD, RYE, NH 03870

DON STEVENS
603-436-4443
INSTRUCTIONS

RENTALS
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When You Pay Your 1996 Dues...
by Jake Richter, Club Secretary
In order to better serve its members, the UDNH Dive
Club will be changing its annual membership renewal
process. This process will also apply to new members.
Membership Survey
On the membership application you'll be filling out to
help us update our member database, you'll also find a
number of questions that will help provide the club with
some background on your diving expertise, interests,
and comments. Please be sure to fill the form out
completely, as it will help the Board come up with
interesting presentations, excursions, and events.
Member Directory
As part of being a 1996 UDNH member, you'll be
receiving a membership packet. In the packet you'll find
a UDNH membership directory - something that has
long been missed by many members. The directory will
contain the names, addresses, and phone numbers of all
recent UDNH members so that you can contact
potential dive buddies, people you've met at meetings
and have found to share common interests, etc. Please
note that the directories are for personal use only, and
should absolutely not be used for soliciting business of
any sort.
UDNH Club Constitution
Also in the membership packet will be the Club
Constitution, also known as the Club Bylaws. When the
Board dusted off the Bylaws recently, they discovered
some rather arcane and archaic items contained within.
The Board would like all UDNH members to review the
Bylaws and make suggestions on how they might be
better brought into the present.

Membership Cards
This year, the Club will also be introducing laminated
membership cards. Your membership cards will
normally be ready to be picked up the meeting after the
one at which you paid your annual club dues. The
Board will be working to add value to your UDNH
Club membership by trying to arrange for special offers
and discounts with various businesses in New
Hampshire, and it's intended that your membership card
be the identification you need to take advantage of such
offers.
Name Tags
One comment heard from new members in the past
couple of years was that it's difficult to know exactly
who is who, and in many cases, a person can go to a
year's worth of meetings and still only know just a
handful of people by name. Well, Club members will
also have permanent name tags waiting for them at each
meeting, requiring that they only be clipped on for easy
identification for your fellow attendees. For the first
meeting, and new members, the old tried and true stickon variety of name tag will be available. Who knows?
This might lead to you finding a new dive buddy to
explore the local waters with...
Among the major goals of the new Board is to increase
the value of UDNH membership, and thereby, the size
of the membership. The things listed here, as well as
more frequent scheduled dives and other events, should
help move us in that direction.

GARY CARBONNEAU
UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY

COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION

Box 273
Windham, NH 03807
603-893-6957
Specializing in Northern New England Shipwrecks
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New "Decompression" Stop
Based on the questionable service at the few eating and
drinking establishments club members used for their
post-meeting Decompression stops, we will be checking
out new locations in the coming months. Therefore,
after the January 15th meeting, we'll adjourn to The
Ground Round at the Mall of New Hampshire. The site
has been scouted out, the food's good and reasonably
priced. Best of all, it's served until Midnight and they
have a full bar. The manager has also indicated that we
can have a private room to ourselves. If that doesn't
work out, suggestions for new places to try would be
greatly appreciated.

Volunteers Needed for
Boston Sea Rovers Show
The Board is looking for volunteers to help man the
annual booth at the Boston Sea Rovers Clinic in Boston
on March 2nd and 3rd at the Copley Plaza Hotel. Also
sought are people interested in planning how to make
best use of the show to attract new members and
possibly raise some funds for the Club (perhaps via the
sale of T-shirts or via a raffle?). Please contact Rick
Bardsley at 603-673-8539 if you will be able to help out
and promote the club, and/or help with planning the
Club's presence at the Show.

First Meeting Will Have Vote on
Membership Dues
At the combined UDNH old Board/new Board meeting,
the officers of the club determined that a small increase
in dues was necessary to make sure the club maintains a
certain level of finances for the year. These finances
help subsidize the cost of the annual banquet held in
November. The Board is proposing a change in dues as
follows: keep the individual dues at $25, but increase
family dues from $35 to $40. This reflects a $10
savings for a two-diver household, and more for more
divers in a family.
The Club Bylaws require that the membership approve
all dues changes at the first meeting of the year, so this
issue will be brought up at the January 15th meeting for
a membership vote.

Dive Equipment Mart
For Sale:
Viking Stavanger A•S Dry Suit. Woman's small,
used only 4 times. Very good condition. Includes
DUI insulative underwear, with hood & booties,
Diving Star flippers, inflator hose, ankle weights,
repair kit, and Viking equipment bag. All for $550.
Call Laura at 603-673-4762.

UDNH Is Now On The Internet!
The United Divers of New Hampshire now has a
presence on the Internet and the World Wide Web,
courtesy of Stroke of Color, the company owned by
Jake & Linda Richter. An overview of the club can be
found on-line, along with archived copies of all of the
1995 Dive Log newsletters in Adobe Acrobat format.
The UDNH site can be found via the following URL:
http://www.strokeofcolor.com/udnh

The Equipment Mart is a service offered by Dive Log to the members of the
United Divers of New Hampshire dive club. If you have any equipment you
are interested in selling, or are looking for any particular piece of dive related
equipment, please drop the editors a note. Their contact information can be
located on Page 2. Note that only personal articles will be offered, as
commercial advertising and sales are handled separately via vendor
advertisements. Dive Log makes no warranties or representations as to the
suitability or state of any equipment offered via the Equipment Mart, as
ascertaining those conditions is the responsibility of the purchaser of such
goods.

NH's TRANSMISSION SERVICE CENTER

RUSSELL AUTO INC.
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
WAYNE RUSSELL
247 SO. WILLOW ST.
1-800-562-8229

30

Years
In Business!
1965 - 1995

MANCHESTER, NH
603-625-6438
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Here's what made news in the UDNH newsletter 20 years ago.

Portsmouth Scuba
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1996 Meetings and Events
January 15 - Meeting
•

First meeting of the new year.
Presentation by Rick Bardsley on Bahama Shark Diving.

February 5 - Meeting
•

Presentation by Jake Richter on diving in Cozumel.
Open pool time follows.

February 19 - Meeting
•

Ice diving training for Lady of the Lake dive.

February 24 - Event
•

Lady of the Lake ice dive at Lake Winnipesaukee.
Requires club ice dive training. Contact Wayne Russell
at 603-669-7124 for details.

March 2 & 3 - Event
•

The 42nd Annual Boston Sea Rovers Underwater Clinic
and evening program at the Copley Plaza Hotel. Call
617-424-9899 to purchase tickets, and 617-267-5300 to
reserve a room for the weekend at the hotel.

March 4 - Meeting
•

Presentation of the Divers Down television program of
last year's UDNH Glen Ellis Falls ice dive. Open pool
time follows.

Meetings are held the first and third Mondays of each
month, except for January, November, and December, and
when a meeting might interfere with the Independence Day
or Labor Day holidays. We encourage potential members to
attend a meeting or two to experience our club before
joining. The meetings are held at the YMCA on 30
Mechanic St. in Manchester. The meetings start at 7:16 PM.
Each meeting consists of a short business portion followed
by a variety of presentations and discussions. Immediately
following the club has an hour of pool time for swimming,
trying out gear, and the occasional game of underwater
hockey. Members and guests often meet afterwards at a local
restaurant for food and drink.
Extreme Weather

March 18 - Meeting
•

Club Meetings

Presentation by Dave Ayotte of Divers Den on preparing
your dive equipment for the diving season. Open pool
time follows.

Meetings will be held if the YMCA is open. You can call
them at 603-623-3558. Check close to the meeting time as
the front desk often has no advance warning of early
closures.

April 1 - Meeting
•

April Fool's Surprise! Open pool time follows.

April 15 - Meeting
•

Presentation TBD. Open pool time follows.

May 6 - Meeting
•

Annual dues for membership for 1996 in the United Divers
of New Hampshire are $25/individual or $40/family. Dues
are not prorated for members who join later in the year. To
join, please contact Jake Richter, 603-432-0234.

Presentation TBD. Open pool time follows.
Get in the Swim

May 11 - Event
•

Membership

Dive season kick-off club dive at Fort Foster. Contact
Ken Anderson at 603-672-4444 for details.

After every meeting, the YMCA pool is open to our dive
club for an hour of fun and fitness.
Don’t wait for the ice to thaw before trying out that new
equipment, the pool is the perfect place. Check out the club
calendar for special presentations in the pool like dive knife
use or trying out a dry suit. So bring a suit and a towel to
every meeting and get into the swim.

MANN'S TRANSMISSION
AND AUTO REPAIR
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Over 20 Years of Service
RONNIE MANN
(603) 883-9015

836 W. HOLLIS ST.
NASHUA, NH 03062

United Divers of New Hampshire
Contact Information - 1996
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Dive Coordinator

Phil Morrison
Rick Bardsley
Linda Richter
Jake Richter
Ken Anderson

603-529-4361
603-673-8539
603-432-0234
603-432-0234
603-672-4444
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United Divers of New Hampshire
P.O. Box 703
Manchester, NH 03105
Forward and Address Correction Requested

In This Issue:

Dive Log is the monthly newsletter of
the United Divers of New Hampshire,
an organization dedicated to educating
divers and expanding the knowledge of
diving in the State of New Hampshire
and New England.
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